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Tilings, determinants  
and  non-crossing  paths 



    Tilings



number  of  tilings  on  a  8 x 8  chessboard   
=    12 988 816





Aztec  tilings









     The  LGV  Lemma



















a  simple   
example









proof of  LGV  Lemma

















Why    « LGV   Lemma »  ?



Erdös also said that you need 
not believe in God but, as a 
mathematician, you should 

believe in The Book.

Paul Erdös liked to talk about 
The Book, in which God 

maintains the perfect proofs for 
mathematical theorems, 





The  « Flajolet  Lemma »

combinatorial  interpretation  of  a  Jacobi 
continued   fraction  with  weighted  Motzkin paths



4Lindström used the term “pairwise node disjoint paths”. The term “non-intersecting,” which is 
most often used nowadays in combinatorial literature, was coined by Gessel and Viennot [24]. 

5By a curious coincidence, Lindström’s result (the motivation of which was matroid theory!) was 
rediscovered in the 1980s at about the same time in three different communities, not knowing from 
each other at that time: in statistical physics by Fisher [17, Sec. 5.3] in order to apply it to the 
analysis of vicious walkers as a model of wetting and melting, in combinatorial chemistry by John 
and Sachs [30] and Gronau, Just, Schade, Scheffler and Wojciechowski [28] in order to compute 
Pauling’s bond order in benzenoid hydrocarbon molecules, and in enumerative combinatorics by 
Gessel and Viennot [24, 25] in order to count tableaux and plane partitions. Since only Gessel and 
Viennot rediscovered it in its most general form, I propose to call this theorem the “Lindstrom– 
Gessel–Viennot theorem.” It must however be mentioned that in fact the same idea appeared even 
earlier in work by Karlin and McGregor [32, 33] in a probabilistic framework, as well as that the 
so-called “Slater determinant” in quantum mechanics (cf. [48] and [49, Ch. 11]) may qualify as an 
“ancestor” of the Lindstro ̈m–Gessel–Viennot determinant. 

6There exist however also several interesting applications of the general form of the Lindstro ̈m– 
Gessel–Viennot theorem in the literature, see [10, 16, 51]. 
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Why    « LGV   Lemma »  ?



combinatorics
B. Lindström, On the vector representation of induced matroids, Bull. London Maths. Soc. 
5 (1973) 85-90. 
 I. Gessel and  X.G.V.,  Binomial determinants, paths and hook length formula, 
Advances in Maths., 58 (1985) 300-321.
I. Gessel and  X.G.V.,  Determinants, paths and plane partitions, preprint (1989)

statistical physics:  (wetting, melting)
Fisher,  Vicious walkers, Botzmann lecture (1984)

combinatorial chemistry:
John, Sachs  (1985)
Gronau, Just, Schade, Scheffler, Wojciechowski  (1988)

probabilities, birth and death process, 
Karlin , McGregor  (1959)

quantum mechanics: Slater determinant  
Slater(1929) (1968),    De Gennes (1968)
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Hankel  determinants

and

orthogonal polynomials

A introduction to the combinatorial  theory  of  
orthogonal  polynomials and  continued  fractions

Relation with Lecture 3































bijection 

Aztec  tilings

non-intersecting  paths 
related  to  a  Hankel  determinant



















- 2-colored   
Motzkin  paths

- Dyck  paths

- Staircase polygons











2-colored  Motzkin  paths

bijection

Dyck  paths



Dyck  paths

bijection

2-colored  Motzkin  paths









exercise

Touchard  identity



staircase  polygons





staircase  polygons

bijection

2-colored   Motzkin  paths







staircase  polygons

bijection

Dyck  paths















  
 giving the  number of   tilings   of  the  Aztec  diagram

« bijective computation » of  the   
Hankel  determinant of  Schröder  numbers 

























Aztec   tilingsRandom

The arctic circle theorem







Relation with alternating  sign matrices   
(ASM) 















=



alternating  sign matrices   (ASM) 
and  a  quadratic  algebra

Relation with lecture 3

An  introduction  to  the  « cellular  ansatz »

From  RSK  to  the  PASEP



(i) first step (ii) second step



claim:

are

for

































































Aztec   tilings

as a Q-tableau
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   Tilings  on  triangular  lattice and plane partitions

Another example of tilings enumerated with a determinant 
interpreted by non-crossing configurations ofpaths



















The Catalan garden
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From triangulations 
                         to 
                               binary trees





From binary trees 
                  to Dyck paths





From Dyck paths 
                        to semipyramids of dimers





Thank  you !


